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1. INTRODUCTION
Our aim in this paper is to obtain a formula for the multiplicity of the maximal
homogeneous ideal of the multi-graded extended Rees algebra. This formula generalizes
the one obtained in [8] by Katz and Verma for the ordinary extended Rees algebra.
The extended Rees algebra was introduced by Rees in [10] and has been of interest
in the past decade. The Rees algebra which is a subring of the extended Rees algebra
have been extensively studied. It is natural to expect these two algebras to share some
ring-theoretic properties. For example, if I is an ideal of positive height in a Cohen-
Macaulay local ring R, then extended Rees algebra of I is Cohen-Macaulay whenever
the Rees algebra is [6].
Recently, the multi-graded Rees algebra has been investigated ([7], [5], [14], [17],
[2]). In particular, the multiplicity of the maximal homogeneous ideal of the multi-
graded Rees algebra was obtained independently by Verma ([17, Theorem 1.4]) and
Herrmann et. al. ([5, Corollary 4.7]). Since the multi-graded Rees algebra is a subring
of the multi-graded extended Rees algebra, it is natural to study the multi-graded ex-
tended Rees algebra. In this paper we concentrate on the multiplicity of the maximal
homogeneous ideal of this ring.
Throughout this paper (R,m) will denote a Noetherian local ring of positive dimen-
sion d with infinite residue field. Let I1, . . . , Ig be ideals of positive height in R and let
t1, . . . , tg be indeterminates. Themulti-graded extended Rees algebra of R with respect to
1
I1, . . . , Ig is the graded ring
⊕
(r1,... ,rg)∈Zg(I1t1)
r1 · · · (Igtg)rg and will be denoted by B(I).
Here Irii = R if ri ≤ 0. Let N (I) = (I1t1, . . . , Igtg,m, t
−1
1 , . . . , t
−1
g ). The multi-graded
Rees algebra ofR with respect to I1, . . . , Ig is the graded ring
⊕
(r1,... ,rg)∈Ng(I1t1)
r1 · · · (Igtg)rg
and will be denoted by R(I). Let M(I) be the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(I).
When g = 1, we say B(I) is the extended Rees algebra and R(I) is the Rees algebra.
To state our main result we need to define mixed multiplicities. Let I1 be anm-primary
ideal and let I2, . . . , Ig be ideals of positive height in (R,m). Then for r1, . . . , rg large,
ℓR(I
r1
1 I
r2
2 · · · I
rg
g /I
r1+1
1 I
r2
2 · · · I
rg
g ) is a polynomial of degree d− 1 and the terms of degree
d− 1 are captured in the following sum
∑
q1+···+qg=d−1
e(I
[q1+1]
1 |I
[q2]
2 | · · · |I
[qg]
g )
(
r1 + q1
q1
)
· · ·
(
rg + qg
qg
)
.
Here e(I
[q1+1]
1 | · · · |I
[qg]
g ) are positive integers and they are called the mixed multiplicities
of the set of ideals (I1, . . . , Ig) [15].
We state the multiplicity formula for the multi-graded Rees algebra. In this paper, if
(R,m) is a local ring, then e(I) will denote the multiplicity of an m-primary ideal in R
and e(R) will denote the multiplicity of the maximal ideal m of R.
Theorem 1.1. ([17, Theorem 1.4], [5, Corollary 4.7] ) Let I1, . . . , Ig ⊆ m be ideals of
positive height in R. Then
e(R(I)M(I)) =
∑
q+q1+···+qg=d−1
e(m[q+1]|I [q1]1 | · · · |I
[qg]
g ).
The main result of this paper is:
Theorem 1.2. Let I1, . . . , Ig ⊆ m be ideals of positive height in R. Put L = m2 + I1 +
· · ·+ Ig. Then
e(B(I)N (I)) =
1
2d


g∑
t=0
∑
q+q1+···+qt=d−1
1≤i1<···<it≤g
2q1+···+qte(L[q+1]|I [q1]i1 | · · · |I
[qt]
it
)

 .
To attain our goal, we need to express mixed multiplicities of certain homogeneous
ideals in the extended Rees ring in terms of mixed multiplicities of ideals in the ring R
(Proposition 3.3). We recover the multiplicity formula obtained by Katz and Verma for
the extended Rees algebra (see Corollary 3.6).
We now describe the organization of this paper. In Section three we prove our main
result. Section two is devoted to develop the necessary preliminary results. We end this
paper by explicitly stating the multiplicity formula for B(I)N (I) when d = 1, 2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we prove a few basic facts.
Lemma 2.1. Let r, s and n be non-negative integers. Then
n∑
i=0
(
i+ r
r
)(
n− i+ s
s
)
=
(
n + r + s+ 1
r + s + 1
)
.
Proof. Apply induction on n+ r. 
Lemma 2.2. Let s be a positive integer and let r and n be indeterminates. Then(
nr + s
s
)
= ns
(
r + s
s
)
+ f1(n)
(
r + s− 1
s− 1
)
+ · · ·+ fs(n)
where f1(n), . . . , fs(n) ∈ Q(n).
Proof. Since {
(
r+i
i
)
}i∈N form a basis of Q(n)[r] as a vector space over Q(n), we can write(
nr + s
s
)
=
s∑
i=0
fi(n)
(
r + s− i
s− i
)
where fi(n) ∈ Q(n), 0 ≤ i ≤ s. Comparing the coefficient of rs we get ns = f0(n). 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be an m-primary ideal and let J1, . . . , Jg ⊆ m be ideals of positive
height in R. Then for r1, . . . , rg large,
F (r1, . . . , rg) = ℓ
(
Jr11 . . . J
rg
g
KJr11 . . . J
rg
g
)
is a polynomial of total degree at most d− 1 in r1, . . . , rg.
Proof. For all large values of r1, . . . , rg, F (r1, . . . , rg) is a polynomial say P (r1, . . . , rg) ∈
Q[r1, . . . , rg] [5, Theorem 4.1]. Since the monomials of highest degree in r1, . . . , rg have
non-negative coefficients, the total degree of P (r1, . . . , rg) is equal to the degree of
P (r, . . . , r) and
deg P (r, . . . , r)
= dim
(
R[(J1 · · ·Jg)t]
KR[(J1 · · ·Jg)t]
)
− 1 [by [5, Theorem 4.1, Lemma 1.1]]
≤ dim R[(J1 · · ·Jg)t]− 2 [by [11, Theorem 1.5]]
= d− 1 [by [16, Corollary 1.6]].

Lemma 2.4. Let J be an m-primary ideal and let I ⊆ m be an ideal of positive height
in R. Put T = B(I), M = (t−1, J, It), K = J2 + I and H = J + I. Then for 0 ≤ j < r,
M2(r−j)
=
∞⊕
i=0
Rt−(2r+i)
⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
Ki−jt−(2r−2i)
⊕ j−1⊕
i=0
Rt−(2r−2i−1)
⊕ r−1⊕
i=j
HKi−jt−(2r−2i−1)
⊕
Kr−j
⊕ ∞⊕
i=0
(It)(2r+i)
⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
Ki−j(It)(2r−2i)
⊕ j−1⊕
i=0
(It)2r−2i−1
⊕ r−1⊕
i=j
HKi−j(It)2r−2i−1.
Proof. An expression for Mn has been obtained in [8, Lemma 3.1]. By arranging and
re-indexing the terms we get the expression in the above form. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section we prove our main result. One of the main ingredients is Proposition 3.3.
Notation: Put B0 := R, N0 := m, L = m2 + I1 + · · · + Ig and Ig+1 = (0). For
j = 1, . . . , g we inductively define Bj = Bj−1[Ijtj , t
−1
j ], Nj = (t
−1
j ,Nj−1, IjBj−1tj) and
Lj = N 2j + (Ij+1 + · · ·+ Ig)Bj .
Lemma 3.1. Let (R,m) be a local ring of positive dimension d. Let I1, . . . Ig be ideals
of positive height in R. Then dim B(I) = dim R + g.
Proof. Since Bg = Bg−1[Igtg, t−1g ], it is enough to show that dim B1 = dim R + 1 and
that the ideal I2B1 has positive height. Clearly B1/(t
−1
1 ) is the associated graded ring
G = ⊕n≥0In1 /I
n+1
1 and dim G = dimR. Hence, dim B(I) = dim G+1 = dim R+1. If
the height of I2B1 is zero, then it is contained in some minimal prime of B1. By a result
of Valla, [16, cf. Proposition 1.1 (iii)], I2 = I2B1∩R is contained in some minimal prime
of R which leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.2. Let I be an ideal of positive height in (R,m). Let I1 be an N (I)-primary
homogeneous ideal and let I2, . . . , Ig be homogeneous ideals of positive height in B(I).
Then for all non-negative integers q1, . . . , qg with q1 + · · ·+ qg = d− 1 we have
e((I1N (I))
[q1+1]|(I2N (I))
[q2]| . . . |(IgN (I))
[qg]) = e(I [q1+1]1 |I
[q2]
2 | . . . |I
[qg]
g ).
Proof. Since N (I) is the maximal homogeneous ideal of B(I) and I2, . . . , Ig are homo-
geneous ideals the following isomorphism holds true:
Ir11 I
r2
2 . . .I
rg
g
Ir1+11 I
r2
2 . . .I
rg
g
∼=
(Ir11 I
r2
2 . . .I
rg
g )N (I)
(Ir1+11 I
r2
2 . . .I
rg
g )N (I)
.

Notation: Let I1 be an m-primary ideal and let I2 be an ideal of positive height in
(R,m). For g = 2, we will use the notation
eq(I1|I2) := e(I
[d−q]
1 |I
[q]
2 ) q = 0, . . . , d− 1,
ed(I1|I2) := 0.
Proposition 3.3. Let J be an m-primary ideal and let I, I1 ⊆ m be ideals of positive
height in R. Let J1 ⊆ J + I be any ideal of R. Put T = B(I), M = (t−1, J, It) and
K = J2 + I. Then for all q = 0, . . . , d
eq(M
2 + J1T |I1T ) = 2

eq(K + J1|I1) + ∑
q0+q1+q=d−1
2q1e((K + J1)
[q0+1]|I [q1]|I1
[q])

 .
The following lemma is well known and easy to see, but nevertheless we mention it
for the sake of completion.
Lemma 3.4. Let I be an m-primary ideal and let J be any ideal of positive height in a
local ring of positive dimension d. Then for all q = 0, . . . d− 1,
(1) eq(I
r|Js) = rd−qsqeq(I|J).
(2) e0(I|J) = e(I).
Proof. It is easy to see that for r, s≫ 0
ℓ
(
(In)r(Jm)s
(In)r+1(Jm)s
)
=
n−1∑
i=0
ℓ
(
Inr+iJms
(Inr+i+1Jms
)
.
Comparing the coefficient of rd−1−qsq on both sides we get (1). The second result was
proved by D. Katz and J. Verma in [8, Lemma 2.2]. 
Corollary 3.5. Let J be an m-primary ideal and let I, I1 ⊆ m be ideals of positive height
in R. Put T = B(I), M = (t−1, J, It). Then for all q = 0, . . . , d
eq(M |I1T ) =
1
2d−q

eq(J2 + I|I1) + ∑
q0+q1+q=d−1
2q1e((J2 + I)[q0+1]|I [q1]|I1
[q])

 .
Proof. Since dim B(I) = d + 1, eq(M2|I1) = 2d+1−qeq(M |I1T ) by Lemma 3.4. Put
J1 = (0) in Proposition 3.3. Then for all q = 0, . . . , d
eq(M
2|I1) = 2

eq(J2 + I|I1) + ∑
q0+q1+q=d−1
2q1e((J2 + I)[q0+1]|I [q1]|I1
[q])

 .

Proof of Proposition 3.3: First note that by Lemma 3.2,
((M2 + J1T )
r(I1T )
s)N (I)
((M2 + J1T )r+1(I1T )s)N (I)
=
(M2 + J1T )
r(I1T )
s
(M2 + J1T )r+1(I1T )s
.
Since dim B(I) = d+1, for r, s≫ 0, ℓ(((M2+J1T )
r(I1T )
s)N (I)/((M
2+J1T )
r+1(I1T )
s)N (I))
is a polynomial of total degree d in r and s [1] and can be written in the form
ℓ

 (M2 + J1T )r(I1T )sN (I)
(M2 + J1T )r+1(I1T )sN (I)

 = d∑
q=0
eq(M
2 + J1T |I1T )
(
r + d− q
d− q
)(
s + q
q
)
+ · · · . (1)
But (M2 + J1T )
rI1T
s is a graded ideal. and for all non-negative integers r and s, the
module (M2 + J1T )
r(I1T )
s/(M2 + J1T )
r+1(I1T )
s can be expressed as a (finite) direct
sum of R- modules which have finite length.
Put H = I + J . Notice that (I1T )
s = I1
sT . It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
(M2 + J1T )
r(I1T )
s
=
∞⊕
i=0
I1
st−(2r+i)
⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
I1
s(K + J1)
it−(2r−2i)
⊕ r−1⊕
i=0
I1
sH(K + J1)
it−(2r−2i−1)
⊕
I1
s(K + J1)
r
⊕ ∞⊕
i=0
I1
s(Jt)2r+i
⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
I1
s(K + J1)
i(Jt)2r−2i
⊕ r−1⊕
i=0
I1
sH(K + J1)
i(Jt)2r−2i−1
for all r ≥ 1 and for all s ≥ 0. Therefore
(M2 + J1T )
r(I1T )
s
(M2 + J1T )r+1(I1T )s
=
[
I1
s
(K + J1)I1
s
⊕ I1s
HI1
s
]⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
(K + J1)
iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1I1
s
⊕ r−1⊕
i=0
H(K + J1)
iI1
s
H(K + J1)i+1I1
s
⊕ (K + J1)rI1s
(K + J1)r+1I1
s
⊕[ J2rI1s
J2r(K + J1)I1
s
⊕ J2r+1I1s
J2r+1HI1
s
]⊕ r−1⊕
i=1
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2iI1
s
⊕ r−1⊕
i=0
H(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
H(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s .
For large exponents the length of the modules appearing in the above sum are polyno-
mials. We are interested only in those modules whose length will contribute to the terms
of total degree d in r and s. In what follows, we will denote by · · · a function in r and s
of total degree less than d. For large exponents ℓ(I1
s/HI1
s), ℓ(J2r+1I1
s/J2r+1HI1
s) and
ℓ((K+J1)
rI1
s/(K+J1)
r+1I1
s) are polynomials of total degree atmost d−1 [Lemma 2.3].
Consider,
ℓ
(
H(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
H(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
)
= ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
)
+
[
ℓ
(
(K + J1)
i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
H(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
)
− ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
H(K + J1)iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
)]
.
By Lemma 2.3, for large exponents the length of both the modules appearing in the
square bracket are polynomials of total degree at most d− 1. Moreover, the coefficients
of all the monomials of highest degree appearing in both the polynomials are the same.
Hence, their difference is a polynomial of total degree at most d− 2. Thus
ℓ
(
H(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
H(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
)
= ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2i−1I1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2i−1I1
s
)
+ · · ·
= ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2iI1
s
)
+ · · · .
for large r and s. Similarly one can show
ℓ
(
H(K + J1)
iI1
s
H(K + J1)i+1I1
s
)
= ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1I1
s
)
+ · · · .
Thus considering the relevant terms we get
ℓ
(
(M2 + J1T )
rI1
sT
(M2 + J1T )r+1I1
sT
)
= 2
[
r−1∑
i=0
ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1I1
s
)
+
r−1∑
i=0
ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2iI1
s
)]
+ · · · . (2)
For large exponents the terms which appear in the above sums are polynomials of degree
d − 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that they are polynomials for all
exponents since the multiplicity formula will not be altered. Consider
r−1∑
i=0
ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iJ2r−2iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1J2r−2iI1
s
)
=
r−1∑
i=0
∑
q0+q1+q=d−1
e((K + J1)
[q0+1]|J [q1]|I1
[q])
(
i+ q0
q0
)(
2r − 2i+ q1
q1
)(
s+ q
q
)
+ · · ·
= 2q1
∑
q0+q1+q=d−1
e((K + J1)
[q0+1]|J [q1]|I1
[q])
(
r + d− q
d− q
)(
s+ q
q
)
+ · · ·
[by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.1]. (3)
Similarly, one can show that
r∑
i=0
ℓ
(
(K + J1)
iI1
s
(K + J1)i+1I1
s
)
=
d−1∑
q=0
eq(K + J1|I1)
(
r + d− q
d− q
)(
s+ q
q
)
+ · · · . (4)
Substitute (3) and (4) in (2). By comparing the coefficient of rd−qsq (0 ≤ q ≤ d− 1) in
(2) and (1) we get the desired result. 
Corollary 3.6. [8, Theorem 3.4] Let I be an ideal of positive height and let J be an
m-primary in R. Let T = B(I) and let M = (t−1, J, It). Then
e(M) =
1
2d

e(J2 + I) + d−1∑
q=0
2qeq(J
2 + I|I)


Proof. Put s = 0 in the above proof. 
Corollary 3.7. Let I be an m-primary ideal and let J, I1, . . . , In ⊆ m be ideals of positive
height in R. Let J1 ⊆ I + J be any ideal of R. Put T = B(J), M = (t
−1, I, Jt) and
K = I2+J . Then for all non-negative integers q, q1, . . . , qn satisfying q+ q1+ · · ·+ qn =
d− 1,
e((M2 + J1T )
[q0+2]|(I1T )
[q1]| · · · |(InT )
[qn])
= 2

e((K + J1)[q0+1]|I [q1]1 | · · · |I [qn]n ) + ∑
k+l=q0
2le((K + J1)
[k+1]|J [l]|I [q1]1 | · · · |I
[qn]
n )

 .
Proof. The proof follows by replacing (IT )s by (I1T )
s1 . . . (InT )
sn in (2) of Proposi-
tion 3.3 and by using arguments similar to those in Proposition 3.3. 
Lemma 3.8. Let I1, . . . , Ig ⊆ m be ideals of positive height in R. Put Ig+1 = (0).
Let 1 ≤ j ≤ g. Then for all for all j = 1, . . . , g and for all non-negative integers
q0, qj+1, . . . , qg satisfying q0 + qj+1 + · · ·+ qg = d− 1− j,
e(L
[q0+j+1]
j |Ij+1B
[qj+1]
j | · · · |IgB
[qg]
j )
= 2j
j∑
t=0
∑
q+q1+···+qt=q0
1≤i1<···<it≤j
2q0−qe(L[q+1]|I [q1]i1 | · · · |I
[qt]
it
|I
[qj+1]
j+1 | · · · |I
[qg]
g ).
Proof. Notice that Lj = N 2j + (Ij+1 + · · ·+ Ig)Bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ g.
We induct on j. Let j = 1. In Corollary 3.7, put n = g, T = B1, M = N1, J = I1,
I = m, J1 = I2 + · · ·+ Ig, and replace the set of ideals {I1, . . . , In} by the set of ideals
{I2, . . . , Ig}. Also put l = q1 and k = q.
Suppose j > 1. In Corollary 3.7 put T = Bj , M = Nj and R = Cj−1 := (Bj−1)Nj
J = Ij , I = Nj−1, J1 = Ij+1 + · · ·+ Ig and replace the set of ideals {I1, . . . , In} by the
set of ideals {Ij+1, . . . , Ig}. Also put l = qj and k = q. Then
e(L
[q0+j+1]
j |Ij+1B
[qj+1]
j | · · · |IgB
[qg]
j )
= 2
[
e(L
[q0+j]
j−1 |Ij+1C
[qj+1]
j−1 | · · · |IgC
[qg]
j−1)
+
∑
q+qj=q0+j−1
2qje(L
[q+1]
j−1 |IjC
[qj]
j−1|Ij+1C
[qj+1]
j−1 | · · · |InC
[qn]
j−1)

 [by Corollary 3.7]
= 2
[
e(L
[q0+j]
j−1 |Ij+1B
[qj+1]
j−1 | · · · |IgB
[qg]
j−1)
+
∑
q+qj=q0+j−1
2qje(L
[q+1]
j−1 |IjB
[qj ]
j−1|Ij+1B
[qj+1]
j−1 | · · · |IgB
[qg]
j−1)

 [by Lemma 3.2].
By induction hypothesis, each term in the above bracket can be expressed as a sum of
mixed multiplicities of ideals in the ring R. Combining these terms in a nice way we get
the desired result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 Since N (I) is a maximal ideal in B(I),
ℓ
(
N (I)rB(I)N (I)
N (I)r+1B(I)N (I)
)
= ℓ
(
N (I)r
N (I)r+1
)
.
By Lemma 3.1, dimBg = d+g. Hence e(N (I)2) = 2d+ge(N (I)). Also e(L[d+g]g ) = e(Lg) =
e(N (I)2). Put j = g in Lemma 3.8. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 3.9. Let (R,m) be a local ring of dimension one. Let I1, . . . , Ig be ideals of
positive height. Put L = m2 + I1 + · · ·+ Ig. Then
e(B(I)N (I)) = 2
g−1e(L).
Proof. Put d = 1 in Theorem 1.2. Then
e(B(I)N (I)) =
1
2

 g∑
t=0
∑
1≤i1<···<it≤g
e(L)

 = e(L)
2
[
g∑
t=0
(
g
t
)]
= 2g−1e(L).

Corollary 3.10. Let (R,m) be a local ring of dimension two. Let I1, . . . , Ig be ideals of
positive height. Put L = m2 + I1 + . . .+ Ig. Then
e(B(I)N (I)) = 2
g−2

e(L) + g∑
j=1
e1(L|Ij)

 .
Proof. Put d = 2 in Theorem 1.2. Then
e(B(I)N (I)) =
1
4


g∑
t=0
∑
q+q1+···+qt=1
1≤i1<···<it≤g
2q1+···+qte(L[q+1]|I [q1]i1 | · · · |I
[qt]
it
)


=
1
4

 g∑
t=0
(
g
t
)
e(L) + 2
g−1∑
t=1
(
g − 1
t− 1
)
 g∑
j=1
e1(L|Ij)




= 2g−2

e(L) + g∑
j=1
e1(L|Ij)

 .

We exhibit an interesting relationship between the multiplicity formula of the Rees
algebra R(I)M(I) and that of the extended Rees algebra B(I)N (I).
Remark 3.11. Let I1, . . . , Ig ⊆ m2 be ideals of positive height in (R,m). Then
e(B(I)N (I)) = e(R) +
g∑
t=1
∑
1≤i1<···<it≤g
e(R(Ii1 , . . . , Iit)M(Ii1 ,... ,Iit )).
Remark 3.12. The multiplicity formula characterizes the minimal multiplicity of B(I)N (I)
(see [3]).
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